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N e w s l e t t e r

message from the ceo

“For those of us that are still around enjoying the Oman weather, Bravo, and
for those that are outside on their long
leave, enjoy your leave – you don’t
know what you are missing!! We are
all on the beach getting sun tans and
enjoying the warm waters of the Gulf
of Oman!! Hurry back please, the
least is that we can’t go on our leave

before you come back!
Back to the work front and with the Eid
al fitr celebrations and holidays behind
us, the month of June started with earnest with the signing of an MOU with
GUTech on 3rd June for setting up a research laboratory at their premises on
Road Safety, Transportation and Mobility. This partnership has the noble

objective of working to improve road
safety as a whole in the Oil and Gas
sector in particular and the Nation at
large. More about this great collaboration you can read in separate news.
HSE Apprenticeship program (HSE
AP) is moving forward with a series of
meetings to finalise the program content with the help of the British Safety
Council. The 2 yr. program is now
a robust sector approved program
that is seen eventually to replace the
existing mandatory programs for HSE
officers. We urge all Members to
come forward with their requirements
for HSE Officers that can be trained
under this program – funding for the
training will be made available. Staying on the HSE front, we signed an
MOU with Target LLC to set up a data
base to meet the Road Safety Standards requirements. In the same token
we are taking a relook at the IVMS
providers’ audit and approval process
and procedures that will be applied to
the remaining providers and those that
come up for renewal next year.
I believe all of you are already aware

of our Ta’sis Program. On that front
OPAL has signed a MoU with Doka the
development of Scaffolding expertise
with the purpose of creating jobs and
opportunities to local entrepreneurs.
Our OPAL STAR Learning Hub which
is setting the standards for training
excellence in Oil and Gas Sector has
registered 21 new training centers last
month. Good job I must say. Also, last
month we successfully collaborated
with OOCEP and held workshops on
Career Guidance at Tahani School
and Anas School in order to build
awareness of Oil and Gas to youngsters which one day will be looking
to become potential employees. The
theme of the workshops was – From
Exploration to Production of Oil. Two
additional workshops will be held in
Nizwa over the next few weeks. We’ll
keep you posted.
Unfortunately, we had to postpone
the trip to China for some of you that
were interested in broadening your
horizons and see what is available
beyond our borders. We are working
hard to source additional businesses
we can take you to see and the new
date, around September will be confirmed soon. Let us know whether you
are interested and in which particular
areas, and will add you to the list of
companies who have signed on for
this trip.
At the end it wasn’t a quiet month after
all and as far as I see more news are
yet to come. We are in the process of
revamping our website and portal to
enable you to view more on what we
are upto, but also to give you the opportunity to market yourselves as well,
both internally as well as externally.
Until then – enjoy and we are looking
forward to continuing serving you in
the upcoming months. “



Musallam Al Mandhari

Upcoming Events
Explore the Business Opportunities in China
Postponed until further notice

Shangdong Province, China (hosted by Kerui Group)
OPAL SPORTS EVENTS
September - December 2018

Venues to be announced
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PDO DONATES MORE THAN 5 MILLION

member news

OMR TO CYCLONE MEKUNU VICTIMS

Oman LNG’s Gas engines

Petroleum Development Oman (PDO) is donating RO 5 million to support victims of Cyclone Mekunu and the ongoing recovery efforts in the wake of the
recent tropical storm which hit Dhofar and Al Wusta Governorates. The Company has also launched a staff appeal in the immediate aftermath of the natural
disaster which has so far raised more than RO 160,000. All of the money will
be used to rebuild homes in the affected areas and PDO’s concession area and
support other relief efforts.
His Excellency Dr Mohammed bin Hamad Al Rumhy, Minister of Oil and Gas
and Chairman of the PDO Board of Directors, said: “PDO is a good corporate
citizen which is strongly committed to the safety, empowerment and success of
the communities where it works. “I am happy that the Company is able to make
this substantial contribution to the disaster relief efforts and help those affected
to rebuild their lives and homes. I also applaud PDO’s staff for donating money
to the cause and once again showing their compassion and concern for those
in need.” And PDO Managing Director Raoul Restucci said: “PDO is deeply
concerned for the communities in which we operate and those beyond our
boundaries which were seriously impacted by the devastating cyclone. “There
was a huge groundswell of support and sympathy for the victims from our staff
and contractors, some of whom were caught up in the disaster. They wanted
to do everything they could to help and have responded magnificently with the
relief and recovery efforts and raising money for those who bore the brunt of
the storm.” Despite the challenging weather conditions, PDO was able to safely
evacuate more than 19,000 staff and contractors from the affected areas and
give vital support to local communities, providing shelter, food and water, facilitating the re-connection of electricity services, opening roads, and supplying
municipal offices with fuel and satellite phones. This huge undertaking was ably
led by the Company’s Corporate Emergency Co-ordination Centre at Mina Al
Fahal in collaboration with its Local Emergency Control Centres at Harweel
and Marmul, Nimr and Bahja. The teams also co-ordinated and collaborated
with the Ministry of Oil and Gas, the Royal Oman Police and the Public Authority for Civil Aviation. Mr Restucci
added: “This was a wonderful example of caring and professional
teamwork, with people who were
determined to ensure the safety
and care of many thousands of
people who had to be evacuated
or who lacked food, water and
power supplies. “I would like to
express my utmost pride in, and
gratitude to, all those who tirelessly
and unselfishly played their part in
the successful response to Cyclone
Mekunu.”

drive down CO2 emissions

Oman LNG signed two fundamental contracts to establish the new gas engine
driven power plant at their facilities in Qalhat, Sur. The contracts are essential
for the delivery of Oman LNG’s gas engine driven power plant, the first of its
kind for liquefied natural gas (LNG) application in Oman. The move to introduce the gas engine power plant is due to conserve natural gas and reduce
CO2 emissions. Gas savings accumulated through this project are aimed at
producing power for Oman LNG’s facility with less natural gas by optimising gas resources and yielding less environmental emissions.The first contract
inked with MAN Diesel & Turbo will deliver the highest quality of gas engine
scope, design, manufacturing and supply of equipment. MAN Diesel & Turbo
is one of the world’s leading suppliers of large diesel and gas engines and
engine technology covering a wide range of decentralised power plant applications up to 300 megawatts (MW), using liquid fuel, gaseous fuel or dual-fuel
solutions. For the new power plant, MAN Diesel & Turbo provides a tailored
solution to suit the specific requirements of Oman LNG while building on a well
proven engine platform.The second contract is a Project Management Consultancy (PMC) Services contract awarded to KBR. KBR will act as an extension
to Oman LNG’s project team and help manage the overall execution of the
project including the management of the supply of the Gas Engines Generators Packages and ensure all areas of compliance and safety are adhered to.
The contract, additionally, underpins Oman LNG’s robust commitment towards
knowledge sharing and boosting staff competency in dealing with such complex projects. KBR is a global provider of differentiated professional services
and technologies across the asset and programme lifecycle within the government services and hydrocarbons sectors.

A Weatherford Company
(WDI) boosts it’s delivery
WDIDrilling
have
experienced greatest achievement in
Rig 844. Last month
company achieved
one of the most challenging project in
terms of delivering
within 11.9 days by
saving 4.4 days over
planned days by setting new field record
in Bahja. The journey
on closing the gap to
potential has been astounding – over the past 10 wells a drill was moved from
a 14 day gap to a 2 day gap to best composite time on the Bhaja/Wafra well
type. The leadership abilities to organize and motivate the team were a real
asset to the company. With innovation and persistence progress was made.
Opal Newsletter
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PDO signs pact to develop GUtech and OPAL sign MoU
geological park in Al Wusta

to set up a Road Safety,
Transportation, and Mobility Lab

The German University of Technology in Oman (GUtech) and the Oman
Society for Petroleum Services (OPAL) have joined hands to establish a Road
Safety, Transportation, and Mobility Lab, the first new Research & Development facility in Oman, where cutting-edge technologies will be deployed and
innovative solutions will be proposed and implemented to solve the challenges of road safety, transportation, and mobility in Oman and ultimately create
related business opportunities.To this end, a memorandum of understanding
(MoU) setting out the terms of a collaborative and ambitious partnership
was signed by the two parties on Sunday, at GUtech campus in Halban.
The agreement was signed by the Rector of GUtech, Prof. Dr.-Ing. Michael
Modigell, and OPAL CEO, Musallam Al Mandhari. The signing ceremony
was also attended by representatives from OPAL, including Ramesh Sivathanu, QHSE Executive Manager; Abdulla al Sinani, Acting Communications
Executive Manager; and Turkiya al Adawi, L&D Manager. From GUtech,
representatives included OES CEO, Dr. Hussain Al Salmi; Dr. Nafaa Jabeur,
Head of Computer Science Department; Dr. Nabil Sahli, member of Computer Science Department; and Heiderose Moossen, Manager of Vocational
Training and Industry Relations. The initiative stems from OPAL commitment
to increase awareness about road safety. “OPAL is delighted to partner with
GUtech in this Lab which will act as a research and development hub for educational institutions in the fields of mobility, transportation, and road safety
research” Commented Musallam Al Mandhari.The Road Safety, Transportation, and Mobility Lab will be headed by Dr. Nafaa Jabeur. The lab will be
located on GUtech Campus, and open for research initiatives by GUtech
students and researchers, as well as third parties interested in developing
and testing their ideas in collaboration with GUtech. Throughout its ten years
of operation, GUtech has always endeavored to collaborate with the industry to develop its research capacity. Michael Modigell, GUtech Rector, said
“GUtech and OPAL are committed to carry out studies and research on road
traffic and transportation conditions, produce scientifically treated data analytics, and propose effective solutions to problems being faced in Oman”“GUtech will mobilise its research capacity to contribute in scientific research
that aims to reduce Road Traffic Crashes, produce and analyse mobility
and transportation statistics, identify related KPIs, and benchmark local performance against international standards” elaborated Nafaa Jabeur. Both
parties are highly interested to contribute to the international reputation of
Oman as a country with a high level of traffic safety on Oman’s Roads, and
to support the economic growth of the country by contributing to research
and development activities for a sustainable and effective mobility and transportation solutions and services within Oman. GUtech offers internationally
accredited Bachelor degree programmes in Engineering, Urban and Architectural Design, Logistics, International Business and Service Management,
Applied Geosciences and Computer Science. A new suite of masters have
recently been added to its portfolio, including Master of Science in Computer
Science, Applied Geosciences, and a Master of Business Administration. The
Oman Society for Petroleum Services (OPAL) is the first society in Oman’s
Petroleum Industry to be officially approved and established in the sultanate.
It is a non-profit organisation, which is also the industry forum society for
Oman’s Petroleum Industry.

The Ministry of Tourism and Petroleum Development Oman (PDO) has
signed an MoU to develop sustainable tourism activities in Al-Huqf
Nature reserve. The agreement is part of the efforts to enchance the
economic diversification programme and set up a geological park in
the Al-Wusta Governorate, given its natural biodiversity and geological
diversity. This initiative aims to attract over 200,00 visitors and create
190 jobs for Omanis. The Neoglacial Park in Al Wusta Governorate
will include a number of geological activities, such as geological education tracks, and activities related to cultural, ocial and environmental
heritage.
As a part of supporting the vision of the National Program for enhancing
Economic Diversification The Ministry of Tourism and Petroleum Development Oman signed an MOU to develop sustainable tourism activities
in Al-Haqaf Geopark in AlWasta Governorate.
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Oman LNG’s Gift to the Nation

member news

- The National Centre for Autism Kicks off!

ICEM recommendations on Fire

hazards and how to prevent them

Home Fires
Usually, we hear about some fire accidents at home due to so many different reasons and sometimes the consequences are extremely high. There are
so many potential hazards that can
cause home fires, for example; electrical hazards, chemical hazards, etc;
but the following are some reasons that
can cause a home fire:

Gas Cylinders Safety
In Oman, especially (during Summer),
accidents involving gas cylinders can
cause serious injury or even death
due to the lack of awareness or even
some people don’t really know the
importance of proper maintenance
for gas cylinders or LPG pipeline. This
guidance provides practical advice on
eliminating or reducing the risks associated with gas cylinders for home use.
Gas cylinders are a convenient and
economical way to transport and store
gases under pressure. Propane, for example, is filled in a liquid form and expands 270 times when exposed to the
atmosphere; hence the use of the term
(compressed gas) when referring to the
product. The main causes of accidents
involving gas cylinders at home are:
poor installation; faulty equipment and
/ or design (e.g. badly fitted valves
and regulators); poor handling; poor
storage, and incorrect filling procedures. In order to ensure safe use and
storage of gas cylinders, the following
instructions have to be followed:
• Gas cylinders are highly flammable and should be kept away
from sources of ignition and naked flames.
• The cylinders should be placed in
an upright position to ensure vapor rather than liquid is used.
• Keep the cylinders outdoor, on
firm, level ground, shaded area
and in a well-ventilated position.
• Cylinders must be accessible,
should not cause obstructions and
must be protected from damage.
• Regulators and pipes must be
fitted by a competent person, as
improper installation may cause
gas leak.
• Cylinders should not be located
near any corrosive, toxic or oxidising materials.
• The area around cylinders should
be kept clear of litter, grass or anything else that is flammable.
• If you smell gas in the kitchen, do
not switch ON any lights; open
the windows to facilitate ventilation.
Laptops are also linked
to home fires!
Laptops have been associated with
dozens of home fires, in which most of
the cases are related to bedroom fires.

Investigations revealed that the cause
of these fire incidents is leaving the laptop on bed while it is still operating.
A laptop air intake fan is located at
the bottom of most laptops. Setting it
directly on the bed can block the air
intake fan; this will cause the processor to heat up past its maximum limit.
Signs of an overheating laptop include
the following:
• The fan always runs at maximum
speed
• Reduced performance because
the processing unit cuts back its
clock speed in an attempt to reduce heat output.
• Sudden shutdowns

Oman LNG celebrated the start of construction for the National Centre
Autism, Oman LNG’s ‘Gift to the Nation’, by the laying of a foundation
stone, under the patronage of His Excellency Sheikh Mohammed bin Said
Al Kalbani, Minister of Social Development. The ceremony was witnessed
by His Excellency Dr. Mohammed bin Hamed Al Rumhi, Minister of Oil
and Gas and Chairman of Oman LNG. The foundation stone marks Oman
LNG’s commitment to support the people of Oman through touching lives.
In commemoration of the Sultanate’s 45thNational Day, Oman LNG announced its sponsorship for two monumental projects as ‘Gifts to the Nation’; the National Autism Centre and Traffic Safety Institute. Funding the
construction of the National Autism Centre, in collaboration with the Ministry of Social Development (MoSD), will be based in Muscat to serve the
entire Sultanate in supporting this growing concern. The Centre will extend
its services to treat over200 patients per day. The National Autism Centre
will focus on helping individuals living with autism, as well as generating
public awareness. The state-of-the-art facility will actively pursue research
into the root causes and diagnosis of autism, and will be community-centred
in its support for individuals and families coping with and seeking treatment
for autism and associated conditions.Both initiatives reflect Oman LNG’s
wholehearted engagement with His Majesty’s directives on corporate social
responsibility and will bring direct benefits to the community in issues that
are impacting welfare and safety across the Sultanate.

Although a laptop is more likely to shut
itself down if it is overheating, there is
still a chance that the bed fabric (duvet, blanket, mattress, etc.) may catch
a fire beneath the laptop from the persisting heating effect. The use of tablet
computers is a lot safer as they do not
produce heating, as long as proper
lighting adjustments are made. · Do
not sit in bed with a laptop without a
proper surface or heat absorption mat.
· Do allow your laptop to breath and
do not allow the air intake to become
obstructed with bed linen. Do from
time to time, use an air duster to blow
out the dust inside the laptop. This will
help improve airflow.
AND MOST IMPORTANTLY
Do not leave a laptop on bed (whether
ON or OFF).
Good Practice from ICEM As part of
ICEM responsibilities to develop the
skills and in order to increase the level
of awareness among ICEM staff and
their family, the management decided
to train them on the first aid basic firefighting course.This program will allow
them to identify and promote practices
that reduce risk injury and damages at
home in case of emergency. Also, they
will have enough knowledge to identify the source of hazards at home and
how to minimize the level of hazard.
My Recommendations
Definitely, we need to keep in mind
(we have a home that need safety and
security). So, I think we have to keep
the minimum precaution equipment at
home such us; Fire Extinguishers, Fire
Blanket and Heat or Smoke Detectors.
Also, all family members should be
trained and skilled in First Aid and Firefighting. They must know how to cut off
any source of ignition in case of fire to
minimize the risk and damages.
Mohammed Khamis Saif Al Wahaibi
Health, Safety
and Environment Manager
International College of Engineering
and Management
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Workshop: Covering Crucial Problems in the
Application of Omani Labor Law
Duration:

Location:

Languages:

Participants:

(8:30am to 2pm)

TBC

English/Arabic

20 people/ batch

From October 2nd, 2018 to October 3rd, 2018
Cost: 200 RO/ candidate *
Beneﬁts: Better understand the components of a job contract in relation to Omani
Labor Law including compensation, vacation, dismissal, laws and regulations, and more.
* Cost includes the academic course (training portfolio and learning materials
), lecturer fees, venue, and food.

training@opaloman.org
+968 24605700
www.opaloman.org
opal_oman

Oman Society for Petroleum Services

OPALsocietyOman
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WHAT ARE NATIONAL APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAMS

Apprenticeships are formal, paid, long-term training programs that provide valuable classroom/workshop instruction coupled with on-the-job learning and can last for a duration of 2 to 4 years.
OPAL National Apprenticeship Programs are designed against the new Oman National Occupation
Standard (ONOS). These standards have been developed by subject matter experts from the Oman Oil
and Gas industry and approved by Ministry of Manpower.
For More details on how to employ
an Apprentice contact:

training@opaloman.org
+968 24605700

www.opaloman.org

Welding and Fabrication
Engineering Maintenance

(Electrical / Mechanical / Instrumentation)

Hard Facilities Maintenance
HSE Practitioner
Mechanical Manufacturing
Opal Newsletter
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Benefits for Employers:
★ Meets Industry and international standards
★ OPAL support with Learner Risk Management
★ Counts towards Omanization
★ Stipend payments during the learning cycle
★ Reduced attrition rates
★ Motivated Learners
★ Fully supported On-Job-learning period
Benefits for Candidate:
★ Learn while you earn
★ Gain skills linked to employment
★ National and International qualifications
★ Hands-on training
★ Increased future earning potential
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Fees
Member*

Non-member

Road safety standard

Title

40

70

Camp standard

25

40

Heat stress standard

15

30

Package

70

110

* Shown values are covering only the costs of production.
With each purchase you will get digital copy on CD.

HRCP Modules
www.opaloman.org

Human Resource Certification
Programme Professional Level 1 & 2

For more information,
please contact us:

training@opaloman.org
+968 24605700
Opal Newsletter
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